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I've just downloaded the mapsource from the
Garmin website again. I've installed it in all the
same places as before (C:) and it works fine on my
computer. I just downloaded and installed the
6.15.6 version of mapsource and I am now able to
send my map to my gps but when I select it in the
msg., I get this message from the gps unit. This
message was received at 10:16 a.m. GMT on
4/19/2010. Sending a long file failed. The file was
not sent successfully. Sorry I couldn't be more
helpful. Could your problem be an intermittent
incompatibility with the gps device. I would like to
know if you can get Mapsource 6.15.6 to work for
you with some other devices than your gps. I have
MapSource 6.15.6 and I was trying to download a
new map to my GPS unit (i.e. I had not yet
downloaded a new map). I tried downloading the
new map (using MapSource 6.15.6) but when I
select the map, I get an error message that says
'this message was received at 16:58 GMT on
9/4/2010. The file was not sent successfully' The
location of the map is correct (it is in the
C:\Program Files\MapSource folder). I have used
the same steps to download Mapsource before
and I can use Mapsource in general. I have it
installed, but I don't know how to send a map to
the gps unit. I am using a Transponder Garmin
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910L. I have mapsource 6.15.6. I don't know
where to put the map file I want to send to my
gps. The Windows\GARMIN\MAPS folder, is a
hidden folder that contains the GUID, folder name
and a map file. For some reason, the MapSource
program knows to look in this folder. The files in
here should be the same as those on the disk. If
not, you might try moving the map file to the top
of the folder.
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garmin mapsource 6.15.6 special download pc
special notes this is a special download for users
of garmin handheld devices running mapsource
6.6. it does not require any special software or

hardware, and will automatically take you directly
to garmin's map site. - [maps] - the default map

view has been changed from the standard
perspective to a side-by-side view. this lets you
take full advantage of the new controls on the
map window and at the same time, have the
ability to view more than one map at a time.

there's also a new legend that appears when you
are dragging a map from the map window. if you

have access to a computer and the garmin
database, you can also drag and drop maps

directly to the map window. - [features] - garmin
fused places is now included. this feature works

like a gps unit with your pc connected to it. it uses
the internal gps and the computer's gps, and

combines the data to provide a more accurate
result. to get fused places, visit the garmin fused
places page on garmin's site.  este es un tutorial

útil para subir garmin mapsource 6.15.6 a tu
ordenador. mientras se actualizan las versiones
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de garmin mapsource, esta tutorial le dará un
paso más de ayuda. hoy, garmin mapsource 6.6
es el nuevo mapsource que tiene la función de

subir y descargar mapas de la tienda. por lo tanto,
es una versión más actualizada del mapsource 6.
garmin mapsource tiene varios documentos para

su uso, pero este tutorial se limitará a usar la
versión principal de mapsource. to download the
garmin mapsource 6.15.6 special download pc

you will need to make sure that you are
connected to the internet using the following

computer. after you have opened the program,
the first screen that you will see is the content

guide. here you will be able to see all the different
categories such as files, images, pdfs, videos and
links. you will also need to be aware that the file

size of this product is more than 2gb. in the
download section, you can select either direct
download or direct download with speed up

technology. there is also a link to the
recommended apps for your computer.
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